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ABSTRACT

Digital pathology is one of the significant methods in the medicine field to diagnose 
and treat cancer. The cell morphology and architecture distribution of biopsies 
are analyzed to diagnose the spread and severity of the disease. Manual analyses 
are time-consuming and subjected to intra- and inter-observer variability. Digital 
pathology and computer-aided analysis aids in enormous applications including 
nuclei detection, segmentation, and classification. The major challenges in nuclei 
segmentation are high variability in images due to differences in preparation of slides, 
heterogeneous structure, overlapping clusters, artifacts, and noise. The structure of 
the proposed chapter is as follows. First, an introduction about digital pathology and 
significance of digital pathology techniques in cancer diagnosis based on literature 
survey is given. Then, the method of classification of histopathological images using 
deep learning for different datasets is proposed with experimental results.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital pathology means the investigation of a biopsy or surgical specimen at 
microscopic level. The tissues are chemically processed and sectioned onto glass 
slides to study cellular morphology for cancer diagnosis and prognosis. For the tissue 
components to be visualized under the microscope, the sections are dyed with one or 
more stains including Hematoxylin-Eosin (H&E) and Immunohistochemical (IHC). 
The nuclei regions are stained in dark blue colour by Hematoxylin and the other 
structures like cytoplasm, stroma etc., are stained with pink colour. IHC is used to 
determine the cancer stage whether it is benign or malignant based on the presence 
or absence of proteins. After the process of staining, digital images are generated 
using fast slide scanners which contain one or multiple lenses to magnify the images 
at X20 or X40 magnification. Uniform light spectrum is used to illuminate the tissue 
slide. The slide scanners are provided with standard packages for corrections in 
spectral and spatial illumination variation.

Figure 1 shows the different types of nuclei (Irshad et al, 2014). Lymphocyte is 
the white blood cell which plays major role in immune system of the body. Epithelial 
tissues line the outer surfaces of organs, blood vessels and inner surfaces of cavities 
of human body. Lymphocyte Nuclei have regular shape and are smaller in size than 
Epithelial nuclei. EN’s in high grade cancer tissues are larger in size and have clearly 
visible nucleoli. Also, they show heterogeneous chromatin distribution and irregular 
boundaries called nuclear plemorphism.

The problems associated with detection, segmentation and classification of nuclei 
are due to variation in slides preparation, image acquisition like artifacts caused 
during image compression, noise etc., and also the overlapping clusters of nuclei. 
The aspect of nuclei plays a major role in evaluating the existence of cancer and its 
severity. For example, in breast cancer prediction, the infiltration of LN is related to 
patient survival and death. Similarly, nuclear plemorphism aids in cancer grading. 
Mitotic count is an important prognostic parameter in breast cancer grading.

Figure 1. Different types of nuclei (a) LN (b) EN (c) EN in cancer tissue
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